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The Folding Tray Table
OUR HERITAGE, YOUR EXPERIENCE
Fine in-room dining trays and stands is where the Craster
story began. With almost 30 years in designing and
manufacturing dining products that deliver exceptional
experiences to five-star hospitality establishments across
the globe, Craster is proud to showcase a new product that
will redefine hotel dining.
The Folding Tray Table is a dynamic response to new dining
rituals and practices around social contact. Rendered in
the luxurious hardwoods for which Craster is known, the
Folding In-Room Dining Table is available in two heights for
unfettered functionality across hospitality spaces.
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A Dynamic Product
Engineered in collaboration with housekeeping and food and beverage
professionals at select five-star establishments, the Folding Tray Table is
a dynamic product crafted to respond to new rituals of dining and social
contact. Ideal for contactless delivery, the demountable tops and legs can
collapse to maximise back-of-house storage.
MAGNETISED STABILITY FOR CONTACTLESS DELIVERY
Bonding the top to stand are four powerful magnets that secure the system
for delivery, collection and guest dining. Tabs underside allow for quick
demounting to remove the top from the stand for in-bed or poolside dining
experiences or storage.
ERGONOMIC DESIGN AND GUEST EXPERIENCE
Recessed grips on sides of the tray enable professionals and guests to handle
and carry the system easily. The magnet strength allows for the top and stand
to be delivered or removed together in one lift.

WATCH THE VIDEO
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Folding Tray Table System
An intuitive magnetic locking system offers strong and practical operation while elegant hardwoods deliver exceptional in-room dining experiences.
No tools required.
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During service, the top and stand
are secured

Depress the tab underside to
separate magnets and demount

Separate the top from the stand

Collapse the legs for storage

Contactless In-Room Dining Delivery
Cover and transport cuisine from kitchen to guest rooms in the discrete
Folding Tray Table system. With guests alerted to distribution, the system
enables cuisine to be delivered contact-free to rooms and left beyond doors
by professionals, before being collected by clients.
Utilising the magnet-bonded system, guests may easily pick up and carry
their meal into the bedroom, where they may choose to dine on the table
or demount the top and legs to place their meal on beds or tables, thereby
empowering bespoke experiences.
The Folding In-Room Dining Table may be replaced outside guest room doors
as a discrete system, offering an alternative to unsightly trays on hallway floors.
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Poolside Dining Delivery
Care for gastronomic displays from kitchen to pool. The discrete folding
table system enables cuisine delivery at dining height for cabana or lounge
chair service.
Rendered in robust hardwoods with magnetized bonds, the Folding Tray Table
may be easily delivered and collected by staff indoor or outdoor, while guests
enjoy a ready-made table with optional demounting.
Where contact-free food and beverage service is necessary, the discrete
system may be delivered prior to guest arrival, for thoughtful hospitality.
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Lounge and Restaurant Dining
Delight guests with cuisine delivery in lounges and restaurants with
the Folding Tray Table. The discrete system offers delivery from kitchen
preparation to lounge chair delivery within venues.
The Folding Tray Table’s two dining heights offer flexibility for guests seated at
couches or desks. The demountable system enables guest choice for utilizing
it as a separate table or transferring cuisine onto a lounge table.
In restaurants, the Folding Tray Table empowers guests to feel secure and
safe in the cuisine’s transport from kitchen to table.
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Exceptional Options
The Folding Tray Table is available in luxurious North
American natural walnut, pale European natural oak, and
whitewashed or black lacquered oak. The system has two
optional leg heights for use with tops.
Minimum Order Quantity:
• Whitewashed and black lacquered oak – 30 units
• Natural oak – 15 units
• Walnut – 5 units
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Folding Tray Table Distribution
Trolley in Hardwood
A mobile solution to store, protect and distribute the
Folding Tray Table System, this trolley is engineered to
maximise back of house storage while offering a discreet
aesthetic if operated front of house. Bumpers, locking
castors and wings provide a wonderful platform to protect
and distribute cuisine from kitchen to guest rooms.
Stock Availability: Made to Order - please contact your sales
representative to discuss your requirements.
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Folding Tray Table Distribution
Trolley in Metal
A highly durable, fully welded, Folding Tray Table distribution
trolley. Each trolley is made to order with intelligent spacing
to accommodate lids for covered service.
Stock Availability: Made to Order - please contact your sales
representative to discuss your requirements.

The Folding Tray Table has been designed for compatibility
with existing house foodservice lids; internal dimensions
of the Folding Tray Table top are W:574 x D:374 x H:12 mm
(W:22.5 x D:14.5 x H:0.5 in).
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Follow us for the latest Craster news.

(UK) +44 (0)203 004 4750
(USA) +1 732 543 7862
info@craster.com
Download the latest version of our catalogue.
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